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ABSTRACT

This work applies Grammatical Evolution to identify taxo-
nomic hierarchies of concepts from Wikipedia. Each article
in Wikipedia covers a concept and is cross-linked by hyper-
links that connect related concepts. Hierarchical taxonomies
and their generalization to ontologies are a highly useful re-
source for many applications by enabling semantic search
and reasoning. We have developed a system which arranges
a set of Wikipedia concepts into a taxonomy.
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1. THE PROPOSAL
A key step towards the full Semantic Web functionality is

the efficient organization of human knowledge in ontologies.
These usually large and hand-made structures have to be
adapted to new knowledge in an efficient and reliable way.
In this work, we propose a method for automatically orga-

nizing parts of a wide spread and constantly updated source
of knowledge, which is Wikipedia. Information in Wikipedia
is organized in articles, each of them devoted to a particular
topic. An interesting question that arises when considering
linked Wikipedia pages is the kind of relationship between
the linked concepts. In particular we are interested in iden-
tifying the “is a” relationship between Wikipedia concepts
in order to organize them into a taxonomy or hierarchy.
An example of ontology related to Wikipedia is the DBpe-

dia Ontology [1]. The DBpedia Ontology is a shallow, cross-
domain ontology, which has been manually created based on
the most commonly used infoboxes within Wikipedia. We
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have used the DBpedia ontology concerning Species for eval-
uation.

In this work we apply grammatical evolution (GE) to
discover a function of a set of features extracted from the
content of the Wikipedia pages for constructing taxonomies
with the associatedWikipedia concepts. The candidate func-
tion being evaluated should approximate the hierarchical re-
lationships between the concepts of each part of the Species

ontology. The fitness is computed as the average for the
set of training taxonomies, of the precision obtained when
comparing the taxonomy with the highest score according to
the function, with the reference one. In order to obtain the
highest score taxonomy that a candidate function can pro-
vide, we need to perform an optimization process which is,
in turn, implemented by a genetic algorithm. Figure 1 shows
a scheme of the system. Wikipedia provides the linked pages
of articles related to a set of concepts. From the terms con-
tained in each of these documents we compute a weighted
term vector associated to the corresponding concept. Differ-
ent relationships can be expected to be fulfilled between the
vectors associated to related concepts. Then, a function that
appropriately combines these features can detect the hierar-
chical relation between two concepts. The grammatical evo-
lution algorithm evolves functions combining the considered
features. The fitness of a candidate function is computed by
comparing the approximate best taxonomy that the function
can obtain for a number of training cases, with the taxonomy
of reference of each case. The best taxonomy for a function
and training case is obtained applying a genetic algorithm,
which uses the term vectors representing the documents to
compute the value of the features appearing in the function.

2. THE WIKIPEDIA TAXONOMIES PROB-

LEM
We adopt the Vector Space Model [3] for representing

Wikipedia pages. In this model text documents are rep-
resented as vectors of terms, where the value of each term
(wi,j) indicates the relevance of the term as representative
of the document dj . We weights each term with the TF-
IDF (term frequency - inverse document frequency) mea-
sure, where TF, tf(t, d), stands for the frequency of a term
t in a document d, and IDF, idf(t, d), for the inverse docu-
ment frequency of a term t along all the documents d in the
considered collection D.

The set of relationships considered, which tend to be met
between two linked pages (i.e. their corresponding vectors)
with a hierarchical relationship are:
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Figure 1: System scheme. The input data to the
algorithm are the Wikipedia pages associated to dif-
ferent concepts, and the training set of taxonomies.
The Grammatical Evolution algorithm uses a Ge-
netic Algorithm to compute the fitness of the can-
didate functions.

• COS (cosine): The most popular similarity measure
is the cosine coefficient, which measures the angle be-
tween the two document vectors. It is commonly used
to detect if two documents are really related to each
other.

• DIFSIM (Differences in similarity): This mea-
sure gives an approximation to the similarity between
the intersection S of two vectors A and B, and any of
the vector, A or B.

• Distinct terms: Specifically we have considered the
following measures related to the distinct terms, i.e.
terms non-shared by the two concepts:

– Average Weight of Distinct terms (AWD):
the average weight of terms appearing in one con-
cept but not in the other one.

– Standard Deviation of Distinct terms (SDD):
the standard deviation of the weight of distinct
terms in each concept.

These features tend to adopt higher values for the
Parent-Child relationship than for the Child-Parent
one.

We apply Grammatical Evolution (GE) [2] to combine
these features in a function able to detect the tendency of
Wikipedia linked concepts to present a hierarchical relation-
ship.
The BNF grammar (Figure 2) has been designed so as

to include the features that have been identified as indica-
tors of possible hierarchical relationships: cosine similarity
(COS), the difference in the similarity of each concept and
the intersection of both (DIFSIM), and the relevance of the
distinct terms (AWD) and their deviation (SDD).
The fitness of the GE algorithm is computed as the aver-

age precision achieved by comparing, for a number of train-
ing cases, the taxonomy provided by the candidate function
and the reference taxonomy. In order to obtain the taxon-
omy which optimizes the value of the candidate function for
a particular set of concepts we have resorted to a genetic
algorithm.

<expr> ::= <op> <var> <var>
| if <cond> <expr>
| <var>

<op> ::= + | - | / | *
<cond> ::= <var> = <var> | <var> < <var>

| <var> > <var> | <var> >= <var>
| <var> <= <var> | <var> = <cst>
| <var> < <cst> | <var> > <cst>
| <var> >= <cst> | <var> <= <cst>

<var> ::= COS | DIFSIM | AWD1
| AWD2 | SDD1 | SDD2

<cst> ::= 0.05 | 0.1 | ... | 0.9 | 1 | ... | 5

Figure 2: BNF Grammar for the algorithm.

Table 1: Best functions found.
ID Function
F1 expr(if(cond(var(DIFSIM) > cst(0.3)),

expr(op(/),var(AWD1),var(AWD2))))
F2 expr(if(cond(var(AWD2) > cst(0.3)),

expr(op(/),var(AWD1),var(AWD2))))
F3 expr(if(cond(var(AWD2),>,var(DIFSIM)),

expr(op(-),var(AWD1),var(SDD2))))

2.1 Results and Discussion
Table 1 shows some of the best functions found by the

algorithm along different runs. The GE algorithm has been
able to provide valuable functions that combine the consid-
ered features extracted from the Wikipedia pages. These
functions have been able to correctly identify some part of a
possible taxonomy among Wikipedia concepts, such as An-

imal and Plant. Even in the cases in which the obtained
taxonomy does not match the DBPedia taxonomy used as
reference, we can see that the method has been able to de-
tect real relationships such as the ones between Insect and
Arachnid, and Crustacean and Fish. Best results are ob-
tained between groups of concepts which are directly con-
nected in Wikipedia. Results get worse for the most general
concepts, such as Species, the top of the considered taxon-
omy. However, other features can be extracted from the
Wikipedia pages and the proposed algorithm can be used to
find the best function to combine them.
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